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Subject: tecO eVeReSt - New LeVeRLeSS - cONtActLeSS tyRe chANgeRS                  

CAR TYRE CHANGERS

The TOP range of TECO car Tyre changers is now enriched by a new, innovative model with truly

excellent main features: TECO EVEREST.
EVEREST is the new top-of-the-range model of this already excellent range of TECO car tyre changers

Always attentive to the needs of the wheel service professionals, Teco has always offered a

comprehensive range of tyre changers able of meeting any market needs.

Teco EVEREST is the first fully CONTACTLESS model with “LEVERLESS” technology . 

It offers truly excellent performance for wheel service professionals and very interesting performance and 

advantages to operators. 

Work capacity: Any type of car and light duty vehicle wheels from 13” to 28”!
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CAR TYRE CHANGERS

Teco EVEREST is a winning combination of performance and maximum safety for rims and tyres by way of its 

CONTACTLESS work technology, with a work movement that reduces stress on the tyre.

Thanks to its features, this very compact tyre changer allows the operator to work without having to move,

remaining in the same working position and taking advantage of the optimal working ergonomics by using a

console and pedal controls.

The physical effort during work operations is reduced to almost zero thanks to a full-motion lifter that

positions the wheel in the working area, where it is clamped by a special pneumatic device.

Another very interesting advantage offered by this innovative tyre changer is that the time required to perform 

the work cycle with the maximum safety for the rim, the tyre and the operator is really short.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

COD.
801262417

COD.
8-11100401

COD.
8-11120015

COD.
8-11120014

x2

x1

x3 x3
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CAR TYRE CHANGERS

The price list includes a series of accessories, some of which are recommended to make this gem of a
tyre changer really universal and suitable for any type of light duty vehicle and car wheel.

For correct management and easier identification of the product when ordering, please refer to the following
details with codes.

For any further technical information regarding the new tyre changer, please see the related documents.

MACHINE CODES  VERSION 

0-11655012/00 200-230/1/50-60 MI 2V + BPD

0-11655022/00 200-230/1/50-60 MI 2V + BPD + IPL3

0-11655032/00 200-230/1/50-60 MI 2V + BPD + IPL3 + TI


